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The relative efficiency of time-centered and
staggered advances needs to be tested.

• NIMROD’s staggered advance often requires γΔt≅0.03 for
1% accuracy on non-ideal modes.
– Physical fields are solved separately, so the algebraic systems are

relatively small.

• Time-centered advances just need γΔt≅0.35 for 1%
accuracy on all modes.
– All fields are solved simultaneously, so algebraic systems are

larger and yet less well conditioned.

• Other comparisons have not been based on a code that is
optimized for the staggered advance.



It is possible to use NIMROD’s ‘framework’ for θ-
centered computations.
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• The generic θ-implicit time-advance is

• The NIMITH code is a reorganized and augmented version of
NIMROD for advancing
• At present, there is one ‘advance’ for linear computations only.
• The integrands module has one sys_rhs routine.

• Other than loading the ‘int’ array, separate rhs routines are
simply pasted together.

• There is one lin_sys_op routine.
• Implicit Lorentz and ∇p forces, ideal E, and other terms couple
Vn+1 with Bn+1, nn+1, and Tn+1, directly--not semi-implicitly.

• The boundary module uses starting and ending indices for each
physical vector/scalar and separate conditions for each.
• Several options are incomplete (aniso therm. cond.; GV+flow, etc.).
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Test results show both promise and problems at this point.
• Aside: normalization is important!
• Test cases (all linear) include sheared-slab and cylindrical tearing, and
internal kink in cylindrical and toroidal geometry.
• The test of two-fluid tearing in a sheared slab is the kdi=0.238
computation from the benchmark with the Ahedo theory.
• Comparison of error in growth rates
confirms 1% error at γΔt≅0.35 with the
centered computation.
• The implicit leapfrog consistently
requires a time-step that is ~10 times
smaller for the same accuracy, and
each step runs ~2.5 times faster.
• Computations with hyperbolic
pressure profiles and ω>>γ are
problematic at this point:
Centered computations seem to be
more sensitive to divbd and nd_hypd
and are prone to divergence error.

Error in 2-fluid growth rates from impl.
leapfrog and θ=1/2 computations.



MHD results are also mixed.

Cylindrical tearing computation in a pinch
profile has S=106 and Pm=0.001.

• Cylindrical tearing and internal-kink computations show second-order
convergence in time-step.

Cylindrical internal kink is ideally unstable;
semi-implicit and centered growth rates are
essentially the same.

• The ideally unstable cylindrical kink is more sensitive to divbd values
with the centered algorithm.  [Lack of second-order si-op allows noise with
NIMROD’s basis functions??]
• A slow current-driven n=1 in toroidal geometry is okay with centered, but
a somewhat faster pressure-driven n=1 is problematic.



Basis functions: sensitivity to κdivb and other
observations in recent applications motivate
further consideration.

• Incompressible FE and spectral computations use separate,
discontinuous representations for pressure that are of lower
polynomial degree than flow-velocity.

• We have tested the use of different polynomial degree for
different fields, but all representations were continuous.

• Using continuous representations for fields that can be
discontinuous causes a variety of problems: depending on details,
spectral pollution, noise, slow convergence, etc.

• NIMROD’s basis is designed for non-ideal systems, where there
is enough smoothing to prevent discontinuity in the physical fields.



A flexible, cylindrical spectral code is useful for
rapid testing.

• Developed for a special-topics class, it solves the full ideal-MHD
eigenvalue system with or without a surrounding vacuum.
• Two sets of basis functions have been implemented [Boyd]:

• Pure spectral computations use ‘shifted Chebyshev
polynomials of quadratic argument,’                        , and

• Nodal spectral elements with interpolation points located at
roots or nodes of Chebyshev polynomials.

• As in [Gruber and Rappaz], the expansions are used for! 
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• Radial derivatives appear on Χ only, and both basis sets can
reproduce ∇⋅ξ=0 and ∇⋅ξ⊥=0, identically.



We have examined stable Sturmian and continuous
modes and unstable interchange and internal kink.

Geometric convergence is
obtained for a fast (Sturmian)
mode with global bases.

Discontinuities in ξθ in
Aflvén modes computations
with 2 (blue), 3 (red), and 4
(black) elements.

Axial displacement for
an internal kink
converges quickly with
more than one element.

• Global and nodal spectral methods show geometric convergence on
Sturmian modes.
• Discontinuous spectral elements preclude spectral pollution and global
Gibb’s phenomena in continuous spectra.
• Spectral elements are superior to global expansions when resonances
lead to localized behavior.
The code can be modified to run time-dependent computations.



A potentially important use of discontinuous bases in
NIMROD is to improve magnetic divergence control.

• The diffusive correction may be used with a discontinuous
auxiliary field φ.
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• The discontinuous auxiliary field can be eliminated in the static
condensation step prior to the linear solve.
• This is equivalent to penalty methods for incompressible flow.
• It should make the magnetic-field matrix less stiff and better
conditioned.
• With no particle diffusion, we can see if using discontinuous n and
continuous (nV) improves performance in isothermal high-beta
conditions.



External kink: a cylindrical computation can
provide another nonlinear benchmark.

• The ‘vacuum bubble’ paper [Rosenbluth, Monticello, Strauss, and
White, PF 19, 1987 (1976)] considers external kink with 2D
incompressible MHD in long cylinders.

• Lagrangian methods are used to track plasma-vacuum interfaces
(uniform-J cases) and flux surfaces (parabolic-J).
• The violent cases show plasma swallowing bubbles.
• A drag term is used for finding minimal energy states.

Minimal energy states
presented in the RMSW
reference with q(a)
varied and uniform-J
(left) and parabolic-J
(right).



Minor modifications were made to apply NIMROD to
the parabolic-J, q(a)=0.89 case.

• For preprocessing, the equilibrium requires no numerical integration (Bz
is uniform), and a hyperbolic-tangent profile for n is specified.
• In NIMROD, the modifications make η a 3D function of n,                  , and
nη=4 is used in the nonlinear computations.
• The cylindrical code was used to check that Bz/Bθ(a)=10 with Lz=141a
produces a mode that is close to the incompressible limit (γ is within 2%).
• A series of linear NIMROD computations check sensitivities to nη,
background density, the width of the transition, and resolution.
• The nonlinear computation presented here has η(0)=4×10−5, ηedge=6.4,
nedge=0.05, some hyper-dissipation, upwinding dissipation, and toroidal
components 0≤n≤5.
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Logarithm of perturbed
magnetic (left) and
kinetic (right) energy
from the nonlinear
computation.



The drag term has not been used in the NIMROD
computation; the plasma column distorts into the wall.

Contours of constant pressure at t=0, 3 τA from maximum displacement, and 1 τA from
maximum displacement.

Helical surface
currents flow parallel
to J0 along the phase
of the column that
moves inward and
anti-parallel along the
phase that moves
outward

• Computationally, this case
‘exercises’ NIMROD’s ability
to advect sharp fronts in n
and to solve linear systems
with very strong variation in
coefficients over the periodic
coordinate.



Summary
• Initial linear results with a time-centered advance are
mixed.

• Some cases show second-order convergence and 1%
error at γΔt≅0.35.
• Other computations are more prone to divergence or
other errors.

• Results with a cylindrical code show the benefits of
representations that allow discontinuity for ideal
computations.
• An external kink in cylindrical geometry demonstrates
nonlinear free-boundary capability.

• With a drag term, this case will provide another
nonlinear benchmark.
• The solver is the primary computational challenge.


